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Dear Washington UTC,

It?s very important to learn how we ALL aren?t LISTENING to what choices of greedy people are doing to our
planet ?? nature is more than suffering consequences
Wasn?t aware of any new plans to do anything more to destroy the state I was born. It?s not OK to support any type
of corrupt behavior of humans.
Very passionate about that

Thanks for the opportunity to have an opinion. My ex husband worked in power industry. Am well aware of how it
works as also long term effects or alternative SOLUTIONS!!
Wish I could afford to donate -have physical time and ways to get active in supporting good causes!!

 Am personally in middle of transition in a very scary difficult situation in my own personal life experiences(after
being self employed and paying my share of taxes etc) Having a serious personal injury cost me more than my own
future plans and has been devastating to be all alone in dealing with far too much as LIMITATIONS are real
reality!! Owned my own homes and private businesses. Lived rural life for many years now-landscape
designer/master gardener after hair stylist most my life. People have no idea what really ?goes on? when anyone
dies everything ?right? yet still gets impacted by ?growth-in-rural-communities?

We can?t slow down PROGRESS?alternatives need to be INVESTED into ASAP

Do whatever you can to STOP the bowl shit (my two new favorite words:)
No offense intended or otherwise disrespect to anyone on the ?same page?
Namaste? ???Pray for this country that isn?t supposed to be normal to be ignored of rational minded thinking!!!

I am writing to ask the Utilities and Transportation Commission to not allow Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to build
new gas power plants for their long-range electricity plan and to reduce their use of gas for the long-range gas plan.

According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), natural gas is far more damaging to the climate
than previously thought. Gas may be as bad as coal for the climate. And natural gas certainly is not "natural" when
the impacts of hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" to extract gas is poisoning groundwater in communities across the
country.

Our new 100% clean electricity law -- the Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA) -- requires all utilities to be
80% fossil fuel free by 2030 and 100% by 2045. The last thing we need to do is build new gas power plants that
would be around for decades. The intent of CETA is to wind down on gas power in our electricity, not ramp it up.

Our new state law that establishes science-based fossil fuel reductions that come from the IPCC, call for 95%
reductions by 2050 and 70% reductions by 2040. Yet PSE's long-range plan for its gas utility shows virtually no
reductions for the next 20 years. PSE fails to follow recommendations in Washington's new State Energy Strategy
that identifies moving buildings from gas to electricity as a key strategy for climate protection.

Enough is enough. PSE must take climate change seriously before it is too late.  Please reject PSE's electricity and
gas plans.

Sincerely,

Kasey Harman
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This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977-
5500.


